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Overview

Models

Epilepsy is a neurological condition associated with sporadic abnormal electrical
activity (’seizures’) in the brain. It is important to identify the periods when
patients are more likely to have seizures, so they can avoid dangerous activities
or take medications only when it is necessary. The proposed method is to use
established machine learning methods to train a model for predicting seizures
from 10 minute human iEEG (intracranial electroencephalography) recordings
and classify it as either ’preictal’ (pre-seizure) or ’interictal’ (non-seizure).

Using the features described above, we implemented Logistic Regression, SVM
(Linear Kernel), SVM (RBF), and LSTM. These were implemented in Python
using the scikit-learn and Keras packages. All models were trained using 70-30
hold-out cross validation. L2 regularization was used for both Logistic Regression and SVM models.

Data
Data was recorded in the form of iEEG, which is obtained by positioning electrodes on the surface of cerebral cortex and measuring electrical signals. The
data was available as part of an online competition through Kaggle.com [1].
We used data from a single patient (out of three possible patients). Each 10
minute period can be represented by a matrix where the row represents time,
and column represents electrode channel (out of 16), and is also labeled as one
of the two classes, preictal (1) or interictal (0).

Description of LSTM Model
• Features are segregated by their minute window and fed into their corresponding LSTM unit
• Sigmoidal Activation Function
• LSTM Hidden State Size of 100
• Final hidden state connected to FC layer of size 200
• Binary cross-entropy objective used for optimization
• SGD Batch-Size of 100

Features
Discussion
Our results demonstrate the feasibility of using spectral power across different
bands to forecast a seizure event. For this application, it is vital to not miss a
seizure, thus our emphasis on optimizing the recall rate. For most of our models, our recall was high but precision was low, which explains the low F-scores.
All models had high AUROC, with the LSTM model having the highest. We
were unable to train a reasonable model when using a data set with multiple
patients simultaneously, so such a model would only be customized for a single
patient.

The update equations for a single LSTM cell are given by [2]:
ft = σ(Wf · [ht−1, xt] + bf )
it = σ(Wi · [ht−1, xt] + bi)
Ct = ft ∗ Ct−1 + it ∗ tanh(WC · [ht−1, xt] + bC )
• Each 10 minute recording (sampled at 400Hz) was divided into 1 minute
consecutive windows
• For each window, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was taken from each
channel
• Power in each frequency band of the signal is calculated by summing up
squares of the magnitudes of FFT coefficients corresponding to each frequency band shown in the figure above.
Each power calculation represented one feature, resulting in a feature size of
6 bands × 10 segments × 16 channels = 960 features per recording. This is a
reduction from 4 million time points in the raw data.
The main advantage of this feature extraction scheme is that it gives information
about both the time course and the frequency spectrum of the iEEG signals.

Results

Future Directions

The training set size was 1440, while the testing set size was 618. It is also
important to note the class imbalance between pre-ictal examples (150) and
inter-ictal examples (1908), which is why we relied primarily on AUROC and
recall over accuracy.

• Incorporate more features (DWT, time-series statistics, etc.) into feature set

Model
LSTM
Logistic Regression
SVM (RBF)
SVM (Linear)

• Use autoencoders for nonlinear dimensionality reduction before performing
supervised learning
• Domain adaptation techniques for applying trained model to multiple patients
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